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Letter to Visitor

Dear visitor,

We would like to welcome you at our property and wish you a pleasant stay in the 
island. This is a guide that might help you during your holidays. Here you will find 
all you need to know about the property and general advice about how you can use 
different spaces. 

Moreover, you can find useful local information, facts about the island and our rec-
ommendations about how to make the best out of your stay. Either you are here 
to relax and find your inner peace and tranquillity or you want to explore the rich 
cultural attractions of Tinos or you want to get into exciting adventures or all of 
the above this guide will tell you all the tips and information you need from a local 
point of view. 

We wish you a great stay!

Best,

The Tinos Hearts Team
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Tinoshearts sits at the beggining of the village of Kardiani offering a privileged view 
of this gem village and a breathtaking slope of mount Pateles. The complex is de-
signed by the awarded ZEGE Architects  based on the philosophy: independence, 
simplicity and respect for the Cycladic nature. Our goal was to create a modern 
island home that gracefully merges with its surroundings and blends in the village’s 
architecture and aesthetic. 

Our family fell in love with the village of Kardiani and the nearby beaches of Kalyvia 
and Giannaki Bay and wanted to create a spacial experience that gives both privacy 
and imminent access to village life and beaches. The privileged location of Tinos 
Hearts gives to every visitor ultimate privacy and magnificent views of the Aege-
an sea and the picturesque village of Kardiani like an observatory that gracefully 
merges in its surroundings. In the same time, the village is just a short walk from 
the property and features traditional homes and narrow stone streets. Kardiani has 
been declared as a municipality protected traditional settlement. The sea is only a 
10 minute drive and the two gulfs that you see from the house are considered as 
the most wind protected and clean sand beaches on the island. Whether you crave 
solitude or a lavish home away from home from which to discover our beloved corner 
of Greece, Tinos hearts is for you.

Our love for the Cycladic architecture that contains sheltered outdoor terraces, avli, 
and cosy interior layouts is carried through the design combining it with modern 
luxury and aesthetics. Clean lines, hand-picked items and interesting materiality tex-
tures of local colour pallets create a minimal yet warm environment that host our 
ideal summer shelter of barefoot luxury. Tinos Hearts’ charm lies in its clean lines 
and understated style. White furnishings with accents of neutral colours, invite you 
to unwind and recharge while creating a perfect al-fresco ambiance.
A space worshipping minimalist purity, this villa’s charm lies in its clean interiors and 
effortless style inspiring ultimate recreation. The open-plan common areas connecting 
living spaces with the kitchen and dining area extend to the main terraces and views, 
uplifting the soul. 

Kardiani is one of the greenest spots in Tinos the only village with running waters 
ans we wanted to incorporate the water element by introducing swimming pools 
that complement the design of the exterior stepped courtyards by creating pond 
like structures. Vegetation includes local plants and herbs such as lavenders, thyme, 
rosemary and sage.

www.zege.gr

About Tinos Hearts

++
Follow us on social media

instagream: tinoshearts
facebook: Tinos Hearts
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General House Rules

A. Pool  and outdoors

1.  Maximum pool depth is 1.6 meters and minimum is 0.90 meters.
2.  Diving is not allowed. 
3.  Before using the pool, please take a shower. There is an outdoor shower next to the kitchen 
at the main veranda.
6.  The use of glass objects is not allowed in pool premises. Plastic glasses and pots are available 
in kitchen cupboard. 
7.  Children should not be left unattended in pool area.
8.  Pool use is not allowed from people with serious health problems.  
9.  Please beware of sudden drop at the end of the estate. Respect the quiet zone between 
15:00-17:00 pm.
10. The pool cleaning takes place every second day from a designated member of our team.
11. As it can get quite windy, there are rechargeable outdoor candles that you can use outdoors 
to create a cosy ambiance. You will be shown how to charge them during check in
12. Please turn off the external stairs’ light when leaving the house for energy saving.
.

B. Rooms

1. Please do not throw toilet paper or any garbage at the toilet. Please use the bin provided. 
2.The house is using solar energy power for hot water; in case of hot water shortage please 
switch on the boiler for one hour approximately, and then turn it off (the switch is in the cup-
board at the corridor next to the kitchen (it will be shown to you on your check in).
3.  The ventilator has three (3) levels. It is recommended to use level 1 or 2. Do not forget to 
switch off (position 0) the ventilator when leaving the rooms. 
4.  The white and light grey towels are only for use inside the room. 
5.  The black towels are for the pool and stripped towels & turquoise ones are for the beach.
6.  For the towel cleaning service, please place them in the stripped bins inside the room. 
7.  There is a safe deposit box in the closets for your valuables.
8.  Each bedroom has a separate key. The kitchen and living room has a separate red key. 

C. Kitchen

1. Kitchen offers essentials (extra virgin olive oil, salt, pepper, vinegar, tea, filter coffee and 
Nespresso Capsules)
2. There are ice maker moulds inside the freezer if you wish to make ice
3. We supply each guest with 6 1L Water Bottles.

Thank you in advance,

The Tinos Hearts Team
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Laundry
Contact Anna Panoriou, mob 0030 694 6132218 and you will be given special bags.

Grocery Shopping and Delivery
Anna Panoriou, mob 0030 694 6132218 

Local cook
available for in house breakfast, lunch or dinner

Pilates 
Georgia Koutra, mob 0030 6942290565

Yoga Instructor
Eleni Toli, mob 0030 6937375027

Personal trainer 
for outdoor training in the property
Aggelos, tel 0030 6973831105

Massage services
Eleni Toli, mob 0030 6937375027

Manicure / Pedicure Services
Rena Perpinia, mob 0030 6978227232

Hairdresser
Efi Delatola, mob 0030 6942683883

Rock Climbing
Manthos Preloretzos, 0030 6946730291

Tour guide
trippy.gr, tour guide including transportation with car 
tel 0030 22830 25221, mob 0030 69373 08758
or
Valentina Gavrielatou (local tour guide)
0030 6909085678

Food takeaway / deliveries

Both Restaurants in the village (Perivoli and Dimitra) offer takeaway (more on p. 13)
Deliveries:
Dough and Shaker, pizza bar (more on p. 17)
Pelias, sushi (more on p. 13)

Additional Services
upon booking (extra charges)

www.yogaintinos.com

https://www.trippy.gr
info@trippy.gr

tel 0030 22830 31119
www.doughandshaker.com

tel 0030 22830 31931 
mob 0030 6947607453

www.pelias-tinos.gr

www.tinosexclusive.com
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Gas Station

There are 4 gas stations in Tinos

3 are in Tinos Town
1 in Pyrgos

Liquor Store

Tinos Town
Potopoleion
00302283022665

Super market

Tinos Town

Elomas
Geronimou 16, Tinos 842 00, Greece
0030 302283023647
Mon-Sat: 8AM - 9PM

Sklavenitis (available for home deliveries as well)
Alavanou, Tinos 842 00, Greece
00302283025903
Mon-Sat: 8AM - 9PM

Pyrgos

Peradakou Big Market
00302283031255
Mon - Sat : 8AM – 2PM, 4PM – 9PM
Sun : 9AM – 1PM 

Fire station
Tinos Town, 0030 2283023129

Police station
Tinos Tow, 0030 2283022100

Town hall
Tinos Town, 0030 2283360100

Travel Agency
Malliaris, www.malliaristravel.gr
0030 2283024241

Rent A Car
Vidalis,www.vidalis-rentacar.gr
0030 2283024300

Tinos health centre
Address: Mark. Krikeli 18, Tinos 842 00
Phone: 0030 2283 360000

Hospital facilities are not available on Tinos, except 
for the National Healthcare Clinic that can handle 
minor illnesses and injuries.  Serious problems are 
treated at the hospital on nearby Syros or referred 
to Athens.  In addition to the clinic, there are nu-
merous physicians and dentists practicing on the 
island.

Pharmacies

Tinos Town

APERGIS PHARMACY
Trion Ierarchon 2, 84200 Chora, Tinos
tel
0030 22830 22213 (Town), 
0030 22830 41287 (Pentostrato), 
0030 22830 51187 (Komi)

KRIKELLI PHARMACY
Liaroutsou square, 84200 Chora, Tinos
tel
0030 22830 22272
0030 22830 22740
0030 6949731253

FZIN
Alavanou Konstantinou 8, Tinos, 84200
tel
0030 22830 22500

Pyrgos

DOUVITSA EVAGELIA
Pirgos Village, 84201, Panormos, Tinos
tel
0030 22830 31130
0030 22830 31130

Useful Information
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Villages

Agapi
Aetofolia
Arnados
Venardados
Volax
Dio Xoria
Ismal
Kalloni
Kabos
Kardiani
Karkados
Karia
Kato Kleisma
Kexros
Koumaros
Krokos
Ktikados
Komi
Lazaros
Loutra
Mesi
Mamados
Marlas

Monastiria
Moudados
Berdemiaros
Mursini
Ksinara
Panormos
Perastra
Platia
Potamia
Pyrgos
Skalados
Sklavoxorio
Smardakito
Sperados
Steni
Tarabados
Tsados
Triadaros
Tripotamos
Isternia
Falatados
Fero
Xatzirados
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Local Products

Artichokes
Grown in Tinos’ valley, artichokes are usually marinated or used in many 

local dishes, especially in pies

Louza
Cured pork, marinated in wine and mix of spices, fennel seed, cinnamon, 

cloves, wrappped and dried in windy spot. Served very thinly slicedcheese 
(soft white

Capper
Capers thrive in Tinos’ rocky soil. Once collected, they are dried in the sun 

until they harden and then soaked in vinegar and salt.

Herbs 
Mint, sage, dittany, thyme, chamomile, oregano, fennel) are everywhere in 

the mountains of Tinos

Figs
Figs trees are typical in Cycladic landscape and thrive in August. 

vines: The vines, grown in areas protected from the winds, provide grapes 
of different varieties.

Thyme honey
Bee-keeping is especially developed and local bee-keepers maintain 2.800 

hives that produce thyme honey

Tinos Cheeses
The island’s tradition in the production of meat and dairy goes back to the 

Venetian occupation. Try the typical soft white cheese or the local Gravi-
era cheese. You will find a huge range of different ones some with herbs, 

oregano or spices.

Sun-dried tomatoes
Preserved in olive oil and used in many different ways in local cuisine. 

Tinos Sweets
Most sweets are made with the island’s humble ingredients such as al-

monds, walnuts and sesame seeds. Try the famous amygdalota(marzipans)

Jams
Jams are made from local fruits and vegetables and served either in sweet 
dishes or accompanied with some cheese. Tomato jam is very famous and 

goes well with local white cheese. 

where to buy

Leoforos Megalocharis  
22842 00 Τinos Town
tel 0030 22830 23289

or in multiple shops in 
villages such as Pyrgos,Volax
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Tinos according to the ancient historians owes its name to its first settler who was 
called Tinos, a leader of the Ionian colonists who were the first to settle on the island. In 
ancient literature, the island is additionally known with several aliases: Aristophanes was 
referred to it as “Skordoforos” from greek “skordo” (garlic) and “fero” (bear) for Tinos’ 
fine quality of garlics while Aristotle calls Tinos “Hydroussa” from Greek “hydro”(water) 
because of its abundance of springs and water. 

In Greek mythology, according to the legend recited by Apollodorus, Hercules chased 
and killed the two children of the North wind. When the North Wind found out what had 
happened, he expressed his grief and anger by leaving his children, the winds, free to 
blow on the mountain ever since. Ancient sources refer to the mountain Tsiknias, where  
a sanctuary and a settlement ruins were found, as a place where the god Aeolus or North 
Wind was worshipped.

The earliest traces of human presence in Tinos date back to the Early Bronze Age (3000-
2300 BC) and have been found a few kilometres east of today’s Chora. The inhabitation 
of this seaside hill seems to have continued in the Middle Bronze Age (2300-1600 BC), 
when the settlement was better fortified with a strong wall, parts of which are still vis-
ible under the existing stone walls. For the next few centuries, however, the remains of 
human presence on the island remain few. The only significant finding from Mycenaean 
Period (1400-1190 BC) refers to a small domed tomb, which was discovered in 1979 in 
an area north of Pyrgos village.

Anarchy and naval raids in the Aegean area, led to moving settlements from coastal lo-
cations in the interior of the island, in locations naturally fortified and capable of optical 
sea control. The largest naturally fortified position is a granite rock that dominates the 
centre of the island and is now known as Exomvourgo. 

In 1715 Tinos was under the rule of the Venetian commander, Bernardo Baldi. The official 
surrender of Tinos to the Ottoman Empire took place in 1718, and the island soon lost 
its importance to the benefit of the developing port of Agios Nikolaos, today’s Chora, 
which would become the new administrative and economic centre of the island in the 
next decade.

By becoming Ottoman territory and due to the peculiar economic isolation of the last 
Venetian period Tino’s became a commercial centre of the Aegean Sea with big economic 
growth and prosperity. New communal institutions, transit trade and craft production (silk 
and marble) were developed. Workshops of Tinian craftsmen became famous by building 
bell towers and temples across the whole Greece, Asia Minor and the Balkans. Until the 
outbreak of the Greek Revolution, Tinos experienced a prolonged period of peace. Until 
the beginning of the 19th century, there were now 30 merchant houses in Chora with 
connections abroad, and all major European states had permanent sub-trade/commercial 
agents on the island.

Tsiknias mountain, the place where 
Aeolus, god of winds lived,  is 
also mentioned in the Homer’s 

Odyssey. The famous hero Ajax, on 
his return from Troy, shipwrecked 
in Tsiknias where he was killed by 

Poseidon because of his arrogance. 
Both mythological narratives aimed 

albeit for no other; to remind 
sailors of the time of the strong 
winds and the risk of passing the 

Tsiknias…

Short History of the Island
Ancient times, Ottoman Rule, Religious Pilgrimage
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In 1821, Tinos actively participated in Greek Revolution. The revolutionary flag was raised 
for the first time all over the Cyclades on March 31st in Panormos. On January 30, 1823, 
and while the revolutionary war was breaking out, the icon of the Annunciation of the 
Virgin Mary, was found by the Tinian people. The vision of the monk Pelagia, finding the 
ancient icon, was immediately considered a divine omen of the revolted Greeks. This was 
the start of the wonderful adventure that made the island the greatest pilgrimage of 
Orthodoxy in Greece, with the Church of Megaloharis taking the character of a “Religious 
Foundation” with wide and rich social and charitable action in the years to come.

Population
The population of Tinos is 8,636 (census 2011). In 1856, the island numbered 21,873 
inhabitants. Within five years, it decreased by half, which is justified by a building boom 
and urban centralisation in Athens. Almost half of the residents live in Chora. The rest of 
the population shares the 41 villages (which having been inhabited since the Medieval or 
the Byzantine period) and the 14 coastal settlements. In summer, most of the villages 
are alive and their population has been more than doubled.

Climate
Mediterranean climate, with mild, moderately rainy winters and warm, sunny summers. 
Prevailing temperatures range between 10°C and 35°C. Sunshine is increased throughout 
the course of the year. Rainfall is rare, particularly in summer when drought is intense. 
The winds, especially, the northern ones – is a central feature of the climate of Tinos. 
Wind reduces the feeling of heat while maintaining the sea temperature a bit cool, and 
that can also make the sea rough and create marine currents. The locals have substituted 
the Beaufort scale with their own one, based on the intensity of the wind, humorously 
characterizing it as “kapelato” (=blowing off hats), “kareklato” (=blowing off chairs), 
and “kampanato” (=making bells sound) etc, depending on the object that it can drift 
away.

Vegetation
Mountainous and barren, no forests or large plains. The largest flat area is located in 
Komi, in the plain of Kolymbithra. Due to the sloping ground, and in order to create ar-
able land, the inhabitants built the “stone walls” or benches that hold the soil and form 
the characteristic “stairs” that you will encounter throughout the island. Tinos, with an 
area of 197 km² is the third largest island in the Cyclades after Naxos and Andros. The 
island is very green over spring, winter ans autumn but gets extremely dry over summer. 

Local plants such as thyme
bushes, levanders, fig trees and 
olive oil trees are planted across 
Tinos Hearts
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The beauty of the landscape has been a driving force throughout the years for locals to 
create a place of genuine Cycladic architectural beauty. Always respecting the landscape 
and culture and taking advantage of the climate, the stepped territory, local materials, 
running water springs and  marble, Tinos has developed as a place of architectural de-
light and surprise

The stone fence (xerolithia) is built of stones without using a binder. It was the only 
way for Tinian farmers to cultivate their land with hard work and a very creative way to 
handle landscape. They create terraces and transform the barren, rocky soils in arable 
fields, retaining water and soil, preventing soil erosion and dividing the land as they 
played the role of boundaries, as well.

Most villages were created in the medieval or Byzantine times and have been kept 
unchanged. Built in slopes to protect from the wind, hidden or built high attitude to keep 
away pirates, they often resemble fortresses. Houses, built closely next to one another, 
protect from the wind and connect people. Whitewashed to reflect the sun, they follow 
the minimal Cycladic style but with many local  characteristics. Most villages have a 
square, a fountain, arcades, arches, alleys, cobbled paths, marble stairs, that have been 
a case study for modern architects.

The traditional Tinos house is simple, plain and functional. It has two floors with an 
outdoor staircase. The ground floor (basement) operated utilities, housing the wine 
press, the warehouse, the oven or the stable. On the first floor (upper floor) was the  
fireplace, the bedrooms and the kitchen. Internally, arcs are connecting interior walls 
and divide the weight of the roof, since wooden supporting beams were not used. Wall 
recesses serve as storage areas. Exterior walls are white (in the Middle Ages, stone was 
exposed as a kind of camouflage so that houses were not visible to pirates). The doors 
and windows are mainly painted in blue colour with decorative transoms, skylights and 
embossed plates. The courtyard in front of the house never looks to the North. It is 
paved and embellished with basil flowerpots and other herbs and has stone fences and 
marble tables.

The windmills first appeared on the island when Tinos was under the Venetian rule. 
The strong wind proved to be a valuable ally for milling wheat. The classic windmill has a 
round shape, three levels and eight antennas that hold triangular sails, while the moving 
part lies on the dome. The mills have contributed significantly to the economy of the 
island (19th century), yielding significant quantities of exportable wheat. They were of 
major importance in challenging periods of Ottoman and German occupation.

Architectural Elements
Ancient times, Ottoman Rule, Religious Pilgrimage

The windmills are scattered 
throughout the island but head-

ing towards Pyrgos, Ysternia, 
Kardiani, Tarambados, Kambos, 
or Ktikados you will definitely 
find several mills particularly 

impressive.
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In Tinos there are more than 600 pigeon houses. It was a symbol of noble origin 
and economic power that appeared during the Venetian period (1207-1715). Pigeons 
offered meat and fertilizer and were the main export product of Tinos when trade began 
flourishing. Pigeon houses are buildings consisting of two floors and close to a water 
source. Tinian craftsmen used the slate as a building material, and the pigeon house 
as a canvas to imprint excellent examples of folk art and their own architectural point 
of view.
The decorated sides, which are close to the pigeons, are never facing north and em-
broidery reminiscent of stone. Squares, triangles, circles, diamonds, suns, flowers, initials 
of the owner or manufactured, are some of the carved issues that make each pigeon 
house unique.

On the island there are 86 fountains, built mostly in the 18th and 19th century. The 
nickname of the island “Hydrousa” originated, according to one theory, from the wa-
ters and springs being abundant. The open-air ones were intended for supplying water 
to whole settlements of houses, churches and monasteries while the sheltered ones 
were used for watering fields, cattle or the washing of carpets and clothes. Elaborated 
fountains can be found throughout the island, at the church of Panagia, the villages of 
Pyrgos, Ysternia, Agapi, Arnados, Volax.

Lintels (skylights or fotothyrides) are very common elements in the traditional Tinian 
buildings that are placed over the doors and windows and, beyond their functional role 
to improve the lighting and ventilation of the house. They are representative of the high 
level of folk art of the island. Made of marble, are usually semicircular and their motifs 
vary. Fish, birds, boats, sail boats, flowers are some of the most common motifs. The 
insignia on doorways of the houses of Venetian officials and other wealthy families, 
were indicative elements of power and prestige. Depending on their age, they show 
elements of the Byzantine or Venetian style, from which modern marble craftsmen were 
influenced.
According to popular tradition, they prevent the demons to enter the house.

Visit the village of Tarabados to 
see a green valley filled with well 
preserved dovecotes.
more on p. 33
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tinos hearts
Kardiani
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map of Tinos
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The marble villages

Kardiani

Isternia

Pyrgos

Marlas*

Mamados* 

Koumelas*

Malli*

Marble quarries, an adventurous trip

Tinos has many marble quarries of different white varieties but its most 
stunning is the one where green marble is extracted. If you have an SUV 
it is worth visiting the two green marble quarries located at the “Axinoi” 
area in Panormos, close to Marlas village. Quarrying here began in 1911 
but it has a history of 5.000 years. It was then that carving of marbles 
started in the Cyclades islands and this is why Tinos is famous for its 
craftsmen and marble sculptors. The marble was used for marble portas, 
window fanlights,bell towers and interior of churches. One of the two 
quarries is next to the sea side as men used to extract from underneath 
sea level. It has now formed a breathtaking steep green marble pool that 
can be a great diving spot for someone seeking adventure and adrenaline.

Tips: 

*hard to access and iso-
lated

Green marble quarries

SUV or 4x4 is needed to 
access

For more information 
about quarries visit the 
Museum of Marble Crafts 
in Pyrgos (see p. )
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Kardiani village
καρδιά /kaɾ.ˈðʝa/ = heart

Kardiani is one of the most beautiful villages of the island, with stunning architecture 
and breathtaking views, has been identified, by the Ministry of Culture as a traditional 
settlement. Kardiani with its green areas and plenty of running waters, is built on the 
mountainside of Pateles. A small creek is running through it and it has many springs 
with beautiful fountains. The history of Kardiani begins in ancient times. In excava-
tions in the area, six tombs of the Geometric era were found and also, many other 
archaeological findings which are hosted in the archaeological museums of Tinos and 
Athens, as well. The old village was inhabited by Orthodox and of Catholics, who 
have been living together,
harmoniously, over the centuries. It is the only village that is both Catholic and Or-
thodox having an Orthodox cathedral of the Holy Trinity and two Catholic churches, 
the Assumption of Mary and the Birth of Mary. It is a popular destination for mixed 
weddings as they can happen on the same day.
The Multi Cultural Centre of the village hosts a Folklore Museum. The village has a 
tradition in marble art and many marble craftsmen from here became famous.

Food, drink and more 

Dimitra
Best for breakfast, brunch, lunch, dinner and meze

Dimitra, the owner of the village’s traditional cafe and all day restaurant offers you 
the genuine experience of the greek homemade warmth and hospitality. All her 
dishes are made with great quality local products and loads of love and affection. 
Her successfully brings to every Greek person childhood memories of original greek 
homemade comfort dishes. Do not miss her amazing meatballs and appetizers as well 
as her huge selection of sweet and salvory pies. Kids are going to adore it!

Perivoli
Best for lunch and dinner

A relaxing balcony with a breathtaking view of the sea in the heart of the village. 
Just walk down the running waters to your left and the smell will guide you towards 
this peaceful veranda. Always protected by the wind, seating is covered by a pergola 
of grape trellis. The food is traditional and we recommend trying some of the slow 
cooked main dishes such as the rabbit with onions and the lemon roasted goat or 
the rooster in wine sauce. Appetizers and salads are great as well. You can take out 
dishes and have dinner in the house Y/G as well.

Pelias Life in Balance
Best for yoga, pilates, workshops, evening drinks, sushi

Situated on the hillsides over Kardiani, Pelias is a holistic recreation centre encour-
aging the creative and healing expression of body and soul. It offers serene and 
pleasing moments to the guests in an harmonic scenery and a unique view of the 
Aegean. Pelias actually stands for pigeon in Ancient Greek. The “Pigeon” carries on 
its activities with enthusiasm, offering alternative suggestions for your holidays such 
as Pilates and Yoga lessons, creative workshops for children and art exhibitions. You 
can check their activity schedule on their website. It also has an all day restaurant 
and sushi bar (delivery available) that hosts many live music nights.

Walk along the village to 
find the water fountains. 

There is a hiking path that 
leads to Giannaki Bay from 
the village.

Hiking trails:

If you like hiking check out 
Tinos Trails
for “The Marble villages” 
hiking path around the 
area 
(5h hiking path)
www.tinostrails.gr

tel
0030 2283031937
mob 
00306973983331 

tel 0030 22830 31931 
mob 0030 6947607453
info@pelias-tinos.gr
www.pelias-tinos.gr
Markella Karamaouna

Kardiani

mob 0030 694 5987460
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Kalivia & Giannaki bay

Luckily Kardiani’s orientation creates the two gulfs that are always protected from 
the wind; Kalivia Bay (to your left) and Giannaki Bay (to your right). They are both 
sandy with natural shading from trees and with crystal clear water. The both have 
organised parts and are easily accessible from Kardiani. For more information look at 
page. On the way to Tinos Town you will turn right at the sign that say “Giannaki 
Bay” (1.7 km from the house).

Food, drink and more 

Dinos
Best for lunch or dinner, the hot spot

Situated on the left end of Giannaki Bay, Dinos has a beautiful balcony setting, 
hanging over the rocks, with amphitheatrical view of the bay. It is a family business 
and cooking creativity strongly runs in Dino’s family. Fresh fish and seafood, locally 
certified meat and seasonal vegetables dominate the menu while Dinos experiments 
with modern dining iterations without losing his love for the classics; the famous fish 
soup, the shrimp spaghetti, the caramelized octopus and the local cheeses. Every 
year he makes new revelations that never fail to bore loyal customers. Do not say 
no to the ice cream in the end!

Dear John
Best for breakfast, brunch, lunch and beach cocktails

A newcomer to the island, Dear John made a promising appearance in the island 
in 2020. It is an all day beach house and restaurant with a contemporary take on 
local kitchen from well known Greek chef. Wholesome and healthy dishes, interesting 
combinations of Tinian kitchen and latest food trends. Cocktail list is going to amaze 
you as the owner runs two of Athens most famous cocktail bars (Clumsies, no 6 in 

Kalivia Bay
5.2 km from Kardiani
(8 -10 min drive)

Giannaki Bay
5.6 km from Kardiani
(8-10 min drive)

more on south beaches on 
p 25

tel 0030 22830 31673
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Isternia village

ύστερα /ˈi.stε.ɾa/ = after, then, besides

Isternia, one of the largest villages of the island, is located in the western part of 
the island (outer side). The settlement was known since 1600 and reached its peak 
in the early 20th century. The name “Ysternia” probably came from its position, as 
in the past, it was the last village where the main road of the island ended. It was 
one of the major centres of marble art and produced notable sculptors.
A walk through the village and a visit to the Museum of Ysternian Artists will 
convince you of the great tradition of marble art. The marble plaza Glynos (1927), 
the old elementary school (1931), the churches of Aghia Paraskevi (1892), Holy 
Trinity (1816) and St. Anne are representative samples.
North of the village, at the site of the Mills, you will find an exceptional cluster of 
windmills of the 19th century. Designated monuments, and the church of St. Atha-
nasius, one of the oldest on the island. 

Tips: Check out the village’s school as it hosts temporary art exhibitions during 
summer.

Food, drink and more

Exomeria
Best for breakfast, brunch, apperitifs and dinner with a breathtaking view

Following the sign on the end of the village road, you will find the stone stairs that 
lead you to ta heavenly terrace with a divine view.  Creative minimalism in decoration, 
inspiring classical and lounge music, neutral colors, beautiful aesthetics have formed 
the ideal place to relax, rest, refresh your mind.

Same philosophy on dishes and cocktails. Pure local ingredients, traditional recipes 
with fresh contemporary additions. The well-known brunch offers a local and whole-
some version of the Cycladic traditional breakfast with creative eggs, omelettes and 
mush more. Fresh salads, pizzas made on the spot, pastas and meat create an orig-
inal tasting combination of tradition, locality and culinary imagination. Do not miss 
out the desserts (mille-feuille, lemon pie, chocolate fondant, and trifle with chocolate 
ganache and caramel) and playful cocktails.

Mayou
Best for breakfast, brunch and evening drinks

8 May 1816… A plaque found between lintels, hidden in the traditional Cycladic home 
that houses Mayou (=May), was the reason for its name. The brothers Dimitris and 
Leonidas being there by chance were fascinated, inspired by space and envisioned to 
transform and revive it 200 years later! The minimal aesthetic approach highlights 
Tinian architectural elements. It is situated on a spacious square under an old plane 
tree on the top of the village with magnificent Aegean views. Great for breakfast and 
brunch or an evening cocktail. Ideal scenery for relaxation and tranquillity! 

Ysternia
Kardiani

4 km from Kardiani

More food in Isternia:

Isternia 

Tinos local dishes, 
traditional atmosphere, 
great for families, good 
prices 

tel 0030 22830 31552 
vegan and vegeterian 
friendly
www.exomeria.com

tel: 0030 2283 031882
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Ysternia bay
To Thalassaki
Best for lunch or dinner, a gastronomic experience

Thalassaki represents the best that Tinios has to offer in gastronomic creativity. 
Antonia is definitely one of Greece’s finest cooks creating new dishes every year, 
experimenting with new local ingredients that she and her husband Aris harvest 
throughout the year. Thalassaki never fails to impress new customers but old ones as 
well. Every time it is a new well curated gastronomic experience that becomes more 
playful and mature throughout the years. The restaurant was renovated but it has a 
very approachable everyday atmosphere as it sits on a old port next to the sea. It 
is re-known for the sea food as well as the big selection of appetizers that propose 
new adventurous food experience on all-time Greek classics. Tinos’ local products 
rule the menu as there is a whole section of homemade cheeses that Antonia and 
Takis are experimenting with every year using herbs from her garden. Every dish is 
creative and balanced but if you get confused ask for recommendations from them! 
It is definitely a must go! 

Pyrgos village

πύργος /ˈpiɾ.ɣɔs/ = tower, castle

Pyrgos is the largest village of Tinos proclaimed one of the most scenic and tradi-
tional spots in the Cyclades. Its name is due to the Venetian tower that was built in 
the 16th century for the defence of the region. Times of great prosperity were those 
during the 18th and 19th century with the development of shipping and marble. It 
was then that the exploitation of marble (white and green marble of Tinos) and a 
long tradition of the art of marble started.

Pyrgos was a big arts centre and produced many of the most important Greek art-
ists. The most significant artists are the sculptors Chalepas Giannoulis, D. Filippotis, 
Yiannis Voulgaris, Lukas Dukas and the painter, Nikiforos Lytras. Today in Pyrgos, 
marble workshops, galleries and the School of Fine Arts are functioning, continuing 
the tradition of marble.

Pyrgos museums are particularly noteworthy. In the museum of Marble-working the 
technology and the evolution of the history of marble, from its mining to the creation 
of artwork, are presented. The House of Giannoulis Halepas has been kept intact, just 
as this legendary artist left it. The Museum of Panormos Artists also, gathers works 
of great artists coming from this area.
Every corner of Pyrgos is a work of art. Wander round the narrow streets and admire 
the architecture of the village and the art of marble in every facet. Pyrgos Square 
is unique, being covered in marble-with the old plane tree and its traditional marble 
fountain. From this point, the Greek Independence Revolution began on the island 
(31 March 1821).

The temples of the village, Agios Nikolaos (1874) and Agios Dimitrios, have excel-
lent marble decor. If you visit the cemetery you will see genuine and representative 
samples of high quality of marble art in Tinos.

tel 0030 2283 031366
reservation in advance is 
advised

Pyrgos
Kardiani

Giannoulis Chalepas House 
Museum carries memories of the 
period (1902-1930) when the 
famous Greek sculptor lived in 
Pyrgos. 

tel 0030 2283 031270
Opening times
Daily 11:00-14:30, 17:30-21:00

Panormos Artists Museum 
contains works by significant 
artists coming from Panormos 
area. The collection includes 50 
sculptures and reliefs. 

tel 0030 22830 31262
Opening times
Daily 11:00-14:30, 17:30-21:00

Ticket fee for both museums
3.00 €
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Food, drink and more

Megalos Kafenes (Grand Cafe)
great desserts, raki, meze and coffee

With a history of more than 100 years, travels us through time. In front of the mar-
ble fountain and beneath the perennial plane tree you will enjoy homemade sweets 
– galaktoboureko, orange pie and ekmek – Greek coffee in the briquette and varieties 
that will perfectly accompany your raki, ouzo or wine.

Boheme
great for coffee and casual drinks

If you are looking for a chill and peaceful evening, Pyrgos square offers a great am-
biance for drinks. Boheme, is a small rock inspired all day bar playing Classic Rock, 
while the original bohemian character imposes the vinyl use. Behind the bar, 90 labels 
of liquor, varying from simple to extra premium, as well as cocktails adapted to the 
fresh ingredients of the season.

DOUGH & SHAKER
Pizza bar, great for dinner and takeaway/delivery

Inspired by a family’s love for the art of pizza making and an active engagement 
in the pizza scene of Athens since 1972, Dough and Shaker is bound to bring back 
memories of the old traditional pizza to all those who may still remember it from 
their childhood neighbourhood. Pizza is made from fresh dough every day, fresh 
handmade pasta filled in with local vegetables, fresh meats by small producers, fine 
cheeses, homemade sauces and dressings in a happy alliance of Greek, Mediterranean 
and Italian cuisine. For chocolate lovers taste the closed peinirlis.

Museum of Marble Crafts

The Museum of Marble Crafts, in Pyrgos, is a unique example presenting the tech-
nology of marble, a material that holds a particular place in the architecture and art 
of Greece, from antiquity through to the present. The permanent exhibition, which 
describes the intricate meshing of tools and techniques used in working marble in a 
detailed and live manner, puts an emphasis on the early industrial Tinos, the most 
important centre of marble crafts in Modern Greece.
The permanent exhibition of the Museum of Marble Crafts of Tinos allows you to see 
first hand an impressive number of authentic objects, such as: 
Secular, ecclesiastical, funerary and everyday objects made of marble, clay models 
and plaster of Paris copies, quarrying, cutting and carving tools, mechanical equip-
ment, archival material, sketches of old marble carvings by master craftsmen. 
The museum host temporary contemporary art and technology exhibitions as well.

tel 0030 22830 31119
www.doughandshaker.com

Opening times
Daily (except Tuesdays) 
10 am - 6 pm.

Entrance fee: 4,00 €
tel 0030 22830 31290
 
www.piop.gr/en/
diktuo-mouseiwn/
Mouseio-Marmarotex-
nias-Tinou

Other cafes around the 
main square offer a great 
variety of breakfast options 
such as traditional ome-
letes, crepes and pancakes.

tel 0030 2283 031647

tel 0030 : 2283 031339
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Panormos Bay
Πάνορμος /pá.nor.mos/ = natural harbor safe and protected from weather
From πᾰν- (pan = all) + ὅρμος (hórmos=port) 

The fishing village of Panormos is a unique natural harbour that played a catalytic role 
in shipping and trade until the early 60s. It was a trading port for exporting products 
(mostly marble) and importing goods (mainly wheat, which supplied the windmills).
During the war it was an important military station through which war naval war 
forces were propelled to the Middle East. It was bombed in 1941 and all ships were 
destroyed. Three years later, it was the first area of the Cyclades to be officially 
liberated.
The “Palermo”, as Panormos is found in historical references, has always been a 
shelter from the fierce winds. Today, the port enables reception and mooring of small 
fishing boats and host some of the best fish and seafood restaurants.
The islet located just across is called “Planet” and hosts a dilapidated lighthouse 
(built in 1886) at its top. The buoy, the marble column at the sea for 120 years 
now, has been warning sailors for the reef hidden beneath it.
During the mining of marble in 1859, a Cave with stalactites was discovered. It has 
four rooms with two entrances. The slug flow is durable and ideal for cave exploring!

Marina 
Best fish and seafood restaurant

Right next to the fishing boats Marina guarantees that you will taste the freshest of 
all fish. You just have to choose how you would like it cooked and leave it up to her 
mastery. Traditional ambiance and great fresh seafood appetizers from the morning’s 
catch will give toy a rich fish tasting experience that will make you appreciate the 
miraculous environment of the Aegean sea.

Beaches around Panormos Bay

Agia Thalassa
Fine sand, normal depth, natural shade from trees, quiet

Arriving in Panormos, turn left, drive along the beach and follow the Stafida passable 
dirt road (400m) which is difficult in the last few meters (the distance is short, it can 
be walked). The Chapel of St. Nicholas is “hanging” over the sea. Agia means Saint 
in greek and Thalassa means Sea. The beach has sand and pebbles and tamarisks for 
shade. You will swim calmly, in the clear waters overlooking Panormos. 

Tips: If you continue on the trail you will reach Kavalourko beach and nearby is the 
sculpture of Aeolus carved on the rock! 
Rochari Beach. 

tel 0030 228303 1314

Pirgos

Panormos Bay
Agia Thalassa Beach

Rochari Beach
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Rochari Beach
Sand, normal depth, organised, exposed to strong N winds.

Follow the road on your right after the end of Panormos Bay and you will see Rochari 
Beach. It is a long sandy beach that gives a view Spectacular views of “Planet” is-
land and has a rustic beach cafe and bar that offers cabana shading alongside trees.

Rochari Beach House
Best for chilling, cold drinks and beach volley

A rustic and chill beach house offering coffee, drinks, cocktails, music and good sim-
ple beach snacks. Sunbeds are available under any of the numerous trees along the 
beach as wel as cabana type structure. There are hammocks dotted around, facilities 
for beach volley and a windsurf station.
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Beaches, South

Kalivia Beach, best choice when windy
Sandy, organised, sunbeds, beach cafe

A natural bay which is protected from the strong winds, covered with a long tuft of 
trees that offer natural shade. This peaceful beach is popular with families and it is 
dog friendly as well. The Kalivia beach bar offers a selection of snacks, coffees and 
cocktails, outdoor shower and a WC. There are sunbeds and umbrellas.
Tips: Try fresh fruit cocktails with local Raki or frozen Raki. Follow the path on the 
left to reach a small church. Swim across the coast on the right to find spot for 
great dives

Kardiani Bay (Giannakis), Peaceful and quiet 
Sandy, sunbeds, beach restaurant

The natural bay you see on your right, protected by strong winds offering a very chill 
and refreshing swim. Dear John, a new beach resort opened in summer 2020 offering 
a great taste of modern Tinian dishes for lunch and breakfast. Dinos is also a great 
option for food offering a great variety of seafood and appetizers in front of the sea.

Ysternia beach
Sandy, not organised, little natural shading

Right below the picturesque village of Ysternia you will find this beautiful cove with 
wonderful crystalline waters, soft sand and a few pebbles. You will also find a couple 
of taverns and a cafe within a walking distance from the beach. Thalassaki is situated 
next to Ysternia beach as well.

Agios Petros beach
Fine sand–pebble, shallow waters, not organised, no natural shade

Just before Kardiani you turn left to Ormos Kardiani-Giannakis and follow the dirt road 
on the left leading to the beach. It is a 2km distance but at the end of the road you 
will need to walk for a few minutes to reach the coast.
Tips: Hanging on the big rock that splits the beach in two, there is the church of 
St. Peter (16th century)

Apigania beach, Golden sand crystal water 
Fine sand – pebble, shallow water, not organised, no shading

With a direction to Tinos Town, turn left towards Ag.Romanos. Two kilometres off, 
leave the car and continue on foot for about 500 m along the path descending to 
Apigania.

Tips: You may not have the easiest access, but it is certainly one of the most 
beautiful beaches on the island. There is no natural shade Take an umbrella and 
some water with you as you will not find any in the area. If one climbs the rocks 
at the end of Apigania beach, he can pass to the neighbouring, deserted Kantani 
beach. Ideal for total isolation.

Giannaki Bay

Kalivia Bay
Agios Petros Bay

Apigania - Kantani

Kardiani Village

Pirgos

Isternia

Tinos Town

5.2 km from Kardiani
(8 -10 min drive)

To book a sunbed call 
Markos
0030 6970927873

5.6 km from Kardiani
(8-10 min drive)

Sunbeds: Dear John
Food: Dinos & Dear John

10 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)

Food nearby:
Isternia village
Thalassaki

4.6 km from Kardiani
(9 min drive)

7.5 km from Kardiani
(12 min drive + 5 min 
walk)

++you can find umbrellas 
and beach mats in the 
houses
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Vourni (Ballos) beach
Sandy, normal depth, natural shade from trees

Continue the path of Kionia passing the point where it crosses the coast (sand) and 
continue following the signs “Bianco” leading to the dirt road to the left that leads 
to the beach. The crystal-clear waters, the picturesque bay of Ballos, the sandy 
coast with few trees, make up the idyllic scenery of Vourni. 
Tips: The picturesque chapel, Agia Thalassini, is perched on the rocks. The area is a 
newly built settlement with cottages.
Don’t miss Bianco Beach House Restaurant, one of the new and very popular Beach 
houses of the island offering harmonious spaces of relaxation and chilling by the 
beach. Bianco has a restaurant as well with modern Greek dishes inspired from Tinos’ 
flavours. see more about Bianco on p.

Kionia beach
Sandy mostly, small pebbles in some places, organized only in some parts of the beach, busy

One of the largest beaches close to Tinos Town. Exposed to strong winds, with 
some sheltered spots, though. In Kionia, there is the ancient Temple of Poseidon and 
Amphitriti that can be visited. The part of the beach, in front of the site, is called 
Tsambia and -near the cliffs- it is sheltered and protected from the wind. The three 
small coves at the end of the beach after the rocks are worth exploring.
If you go to Kionia we definitely recommend eating at Tsabia. 

Platia Ammos beach
Sandy, normal depth, not, no natural shade, quiet, exposed to N winds

Continue the path of Kionion Av. in the point that crosses the coast (sand), and 
after passing the two bays, park your car. Then, follow on foot, the path beginning 
shortly after the only house (by the seaside) in the area. You may as well go to 
Gastria beach by following the path on the right of Platia Ammos. There is a pic-
turesque chapel of Panagia Gastriotisas is built on its cliffs. If you keep on climbing, 
the mountain you will come to the chapel of Agios Stefanos, overlooking the Aegean 
Sea and Syros island. Continuing towards the sea, you will find the entrance of a 
cave hidden among.

Agios Markos beach
Pebble, deep waters, natural shade from trees, not organised, quite

Heading towards Kionia, you will find the church of Agios Markos and by it, the 
stairs leading to the beach. The most sheltered beach near Chora. On windy days, 
it is usually crowded. The chapel is picturesque with beautiful views. If you lie in the 
sun on the rocks, on the right side of the beach, apart from shade you will have a 
natural sunbed, as well.

Balos Bay

Agios Romanos Bay

Kardiani Village

Pirgos

Isternia

Tinos TownKionia

Agios Markos Agios Romanos beach
Sand and pebble, natural shade from trees, organised

On the main road of turn left at the sign for Agios Romanos and in approximately 
3km distance you reach the beach. Lefko beach bar offers sunbeds and puffs an 
has a great selection of cocktails, drinks and snacks. There is a cosy restaurant

called Kochyli, good for kids. 

Platia 
Ammos

8.2 km from Kardiani
(15 min drive)

Beach Bar
Lefko

9.7 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)

Bianco Beach House and 
Restaurant

tel 0030 69867 52100

bianco.beach@gmail.com
www.bianco-tinos.com

10.8 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)

Reccommended restaurant
Tsabia

tel 00302283 023142

10.2 km from Kardiani
(13 min drive)

 ++you can find umbrellas 
and beach mats in the 

houses

11.6 km from Kardiani
(17 min drive)
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    Tinos hearts favorites around south side beaches

Bianco Beach house and Restaurant
Ideal for all inclusive beach day, chilling, lunch, breakfast and dinner

An atmospheric, simple space of high quality and aesthetics that harmoniously 
blends contemporary design with the authentic Cycladic colour. Bianco’s beach 
house project combines three different spaces literally on the sea for summer 
relaxation all day. The organized beach features sun beds, umbrellas and restful 
puffs for a delightful bath, as well as coffee and tasty quality snacks. The bar and 
lounge are ideal for refreshing cocktails and of course the seaside restaurant for a 
complete tasting experience with a strong Tinos scent.
Bianco’s gastronomic approach, in line with its overall philosophy, combines tradi-
tional authenticity with modern Greek cuisine. The chef uses carefully selected local 
products and his creative imagination to offer his own version of the contemporary 
local flavour. Emphasis has been placed on fish and seafood, also strong sugges-
tions for meat-lovers, risotto, pasta and delicious sweets. The restaurant is open 
from 12:00. until 23:30.

Tsabia
Ideal for lunch and dinner

Looking for a genuine traditional ambiance, big portions and great wholesome traditional 
Greek food? Then the courtyard of Tsabia is the place to go. It never gets old and it never 
fails to satisfy even the grumpiest of all customer. Run by a local family whose men know 
very well how to grill meat and women how to slow cook and fry the best appetisers. 
Flavours of Greece are everywhere with the best feta, the best fries and the best dishes 
for meat lovers with all products originating from the island. It offers a vast variety of 
vegetarian and vegan traditional dishes that are equally tasty but meat lovers are going 
to be extremely happy. Chill vibes, gorgeous food and cold beers after a full day in the 
sun in Tsabia is a must do if you around the area of Kionia or going back home after a 
long day in the beach. 

9.7 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)

Bianco Beach House and 
Restaurant
Tel
0030 69867 52100

bianco.beach@gmail.com
www.bianco-tinos.com

10.8 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)

Tsabia
tel
00302283 023142

Bianco
Tinos TownTsabia
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We know it is a lot in the next pages! So many unique villages and 
attractions to discover! It takes years, and even us, coming in the is-
land for almost a decade, we keep on discovering new places of pure 
bueaty and authenticity each time!

So, we hope there is a second time in the island as every time there is 
always more to discover and enjoy. We will put a heart to our favourite 
attractions on a scale of first comers to Tinos.

Tip: Note that most restaurants mentioned are inside the villages. Dis-
covering a village doesn’t take too long so you can see two villages at 
a time if you decide to go for food on a different one!
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Aetofolia

Tinos Town

Komi Agapi

Volax
SkaladosKalloni

Kardiani Village

Villages of Kato mera

Volax
Aetofolia
Komi
Kalloni
Agapi
Skalados

Volax
A must visit experience

 
Its unique surrounding of big round rocks gives the whole landscape a lunar ap-
pearance. It lies on a little plateau in the centre of Tinos in an average altitude 
of 284m above sea level and it is among the oldest villages of the island. It rests 
in a gorge that looks as if it has been pelted with boulders. Large, almost per-
fectly round grey rocks dot the plateau and slopes around Volax, creating a quite 
stunning sight and unique geological phenomenon. The big round rocks of plutonic 
origin that encircle it, create an appearance that seduces the tourists with its 
peculiarity unique morphology. Houses are built above rocks and near each other 
according to the rules of the traditional Cycladic architecture. It has always been 
a home of basket knitters. 
There is a small Folklore Museum, traditional restaurants and cafes and a local 
products market 

Aetofolia

The name means eagle’s nest in Greek and comes from the place where it is 
located, since it is like a nest built high in the mountains. It became a centre of 
pottery and there is a Museum of Traditional Pottery and Folk Art. The Church of 
Ag. Ioannni, which dominates in the village, was built in 1819.

Kounaria
traditional restaurant

Great traditional taverna with big selection of local appetizers, slow cooked and 
grilled meat dishes.

Komi

The village got its name from the word “Komi”, which means central settlement, 
apparently by its size and location. It is built in the largest and most fertile plain 
of the island, which leads to the beach of Kolymbithra. From here comes most 
of the agricultural production of Tinos. Large quantities of artichoke, typical local 
product, are produced here. In early May, the Feast of the Artichoke is held here. 
It remains one of the most vibrant villages.

11.6 km from Kardiani
(18 min drive)

tel 0030 2283051777

12.5 km from Kardiani
(18 min drive)

15.6 km from Kardiani
(22 min drive)
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9.9 km from Kardiani
(14 min drive)

tel 0030 2283051051

15.5 km from Kardiani
(24 min drive)

tel 0030 2283051795

13.6 km from Kardiani
(18 min drive)

tel OO30 2283051898

Svoura
restaurant and meze bar

Located under the shade of the old plane tree, in one of the island’s most pictur-
esque squares, Svoura is a modern restaurant that respects gastronomic traditions, 
focuses on raw materials from local producers.

Kallais
all day 

Kalais (the son of Voreas, North Wind God) is an all day bar and cafe decorated with 
old objects that feature Tinos’ lifestyle (wood from mills, wreaths of barrels, cups, 
hooks, stones). Located at the square, under the plane tree, it is ideal for a morn-
ing Venetian coffee (Doge Rosso) or for an evening cocktail. Cold dishes, snacks, 
burgers, quesadillas and sweets are available as well (highlights: the cake and the ice 
cream made out of artichoke). 

Garage Pizza
traditional pizza restaurant

A rustic spot in the middle of the plain that serves traditional pizza 

Kalloni

Kalloni means beauty. The village was formerly called “kellia”, a name given to rural 
homes (“cells” in the local dialect), which constituted the settlements in the region 
or the cells of the monks living in the monastery of Agia Ypomoni (Holy Obedience).

Mathios
traditional restaurant

Great traditional taverna with big selection of local appetizers and grilled meat dishes.

Agapi

One of the oldest villages of the island whose name means love in Greek. In the 
Middle Ages it was called “Passage”, since passing through the village, the road was 
leading to the capital of the island, those days. It is worth a walk; houses retaining 
traditional elements, labyrinthine alleys with characteristic arches, natural springs, 
wells with laundry room, forming a picturesque village, representative of the aesthet-
ics of the island.

Kamara of Agapi
traditional taverna

Located in a traditional arched veranda that gives a stunning view to the valley, this 
family run restaurant offers a great ambiance for lunch or early dinner with genuine 
and homemade local dishes.

Skalados

Skalados is built on a hillside and its picturesque cobbled streets are the reason for  
its name -“skala” in Greek means “stairs”.

Stou Zaharia
traditional taverna

Traditional village taverna with local specialities and big selection dishes. 

tel 0030 2283051830

tel 0030 2283051221

tel 0030 2283051212
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Kardiani Village

Kolibithra Beach

Krokos

It is one of the smallest villages of Tinos and you can drive across it.

Krok Monsieur
Best for brunch, dinner and drinks

A relaxing setup at the courtyard of an old home where you can enjoy the tran-
quillity of the village and the nature of rural Tinos. Ideal for breakfast and brunch 
as the creative menu offers dishes like the famous French croque-monsieur in an 
adapted Tinian version. Fresh, local products and goods from local suppliers, good 
quality coffee, fresh juices. The notorious croque monsieur or croque madame, 
omelettes with village eggs, fancy sandwiches, handmade pies, salted pancakes 
& pastries, seasonal fruit salads and handmade sweets. As the sun sets, Krok 
Monsieur gradually exudes an atmosphere of an alternative bar restaurant with 
respect to the aesthetics of the village and awaits those who left the beach 
or those who just got out for the night. Chill music, cocktails, Greek beers and 
wines. Main dishes, includes pasta, risotto, hearty burgers and pizza made from 
a handmade dough.

Kolibithra beach
Sandy, deep, windy

Kolymbithra beach is located in the N section of the island, it is about 15 km 
from Chora. Kolymbithra bay has two beaches. Mikri Ammos is the more narrow 
part of the marine basin. It’s sandy, with deep waters. Megali Ammos, much 
longer and wider is also sandy, with deep waters and underwater currents. Mikri 
Ammos is generally calm. Megali Ammos is exposed to N winds, often with large 
waves.

Tinos Surf Lessons

An iconic velvet sofa that has become a famous photo spot, a group a surfers 
that love music, chilling and hospitality and the longest sandy beach in Tinos, cre-
ate the ultimate beach vibe. A rustic surfer house that offers mushroom resem-
bling umbrellas for shading, a snack stand with great surfer omelets, burgers and 
snacks. It has an iconic pink Volkswagen hippie van that serves amazing mojitos 
and other summer cocktails. Great for surf fans and not only as this hippie surf 
house is open to everyone who wants to enjoy a peaceful beach day. You can 
stay until late and enjoy a drink as these surfers love to play with music, always 
creating the best vibe to have fun. Ask for their beach parties as they host some 
great ones, bringing lights and candles down to the beach on full moon nights.  

About surfing

One of the great things about surfing at Kolibithra is the ease of access to the 
line up, via a natural current that takes you there in a minute, the lack of any 
danger (no sharks, sandy bottom), and the proximity to cheap accommodation 
and great food, found just on the other side of the bay. All the above make it 
for a great spot not just for seasoned surfers, but also for beginners alike. Surf 
lessons are available and there is a surf shop as well.

15.7 km from Kardiani
(25 min drive)

www.tinossurflessons.com
tinossurflessons@gmail.

com

for their events look at their 
facebook page

13.5 km from Kardiani
(19 min drive)

tel 0030 2283 051089
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Tinos Town

Villages of Ano mera

Tarabados

Smardakito

Kampos

Loutra

Tripotamos

Steni

Falatados

Duo Xoria

Triadaros

Arnados

Myrsini

Tarabados

Smardakito

Kampos
Loutra

Tripotamos

Steni
Falatados

Triadaros

Duo XoriaArnados

Myrsini

Kardiani
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Tarabados
A must visit experience

 
Tarambados is a picturesque village with traditional houses and arches, built in 
green fertile valley. The village’s history begins in 1700. You enter the village 
through a medieval arch. The main feature is the amazing  pigeon houses in the 
valley to which you will be led if you follow the markings on the marble notice 
board. Arriving there you will find about 20 pigeon houses well-preserved, least of 
which have been restored and are truly works of art.

Smardakito

Smardakito is built on the slope of mountain Raches, which offers breathtaking 
views of the valley of Komi and Xompourgo. Respect to the traditional Tinian archi-
tecture is clearly visible in every corner of the village: the houses, the courtyards, 
the cobblestone streets, the arches. Its rich vegetation in the area is due to the 
abundant waters, being scarce in Tinos. The paved square is one of the most 
scenic on the island. In the square you’ll meet the church of St. Anthony with its 
impressive bell tower and the very old fountain with running crystal water and its 
traditional laundry.

Katoi
traditional restaurant

Highly recommended restaurant with traditional dishes and a lovely ambiance as 
seating is in the village’s paved square. A gebuine place to eat local specialties all 
cooked in traditional clay pots in the oven. A must go

Kampos

Kambos (=plain) is situated in one of the few fertile valleys of the island. In the 
area, you will find the best preserved windmill (the last one to work), dozens of 
pigeon houses and the well, best-preserved, with the traditionally built “handmade” 
laundry.

Museum of Kostas Tsoklis

The former primary school of Kambos village in Tinos, formely deserted by stu-
dents, has recently been extended and reused as the space that houses Kostas 
Tsoclis museum. A great exhibition space of one of Greece’s most famous con-
taimporary artists that is definately worth visiting. It has a collection of outdoor 
an indoor sculptures. The museum can be seen as a form of his own biography as 
he has curated the whole space to host artworks from his carreer. He hosts a new 
exhibition every year with sontemporary pieces of art, proving that Tinos has been 
great ispiration for artists throught time. The museum has a theater, an art shop, 
a cafe and an art workshop that hosts events and short courses. 

tel 0030 2283051706

10 km from Kardiani
(13 min drive)

10.5 km from Kardiani
(15 min drive)

9.3 km from Kardiani
(12 min drive)

tel 0030 22830 51009
Opening times
21/5 - 30/9, everyday (except 
Tuesday) 10:00-13:30 &18:00–
21:00
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13.2 km from Kardiani
(18 min drive)

20 km from Kardiani
(29 min drive)

tel 0030 2283 041091

Loutra

Loutra(=baths) that were in the area, gave their name to the village. The village 
was an important religious and cultural centre of the island as it was a small town, 
with over 500 residents. In the 19th century, the monastery of Jesuit monks was 
built here with its temple dedicated to the founder of the Order St. Ignatius Loyola.
In the Monastery of Jesuits there is a folklore museum. Loutra is well known for the 
Convent of the Ursulines founded in 1862. The imposing building housed a school for 
girls and later, the primary school of the village and also, a school of carpet making. 

The Ursulines’ Monastery 

In 1862, the monastery was established by Ursuline nuns and played a very impor-
tant educational role by bringing together girls from all over Greece. The schools of 
the monastery, including the professional ones (carpet and loom), operated for over 
130 years, until 1993. Currently, a department of the complex houses the folklore 
museum, where you can visit the rooms once hosting the schoolgirls and admire 
objects that testify to the long tradition and prime of the school in the past. In sum-
mer, the courtyard of the Monastery of Ursulines welcomes cultural events. It also 
collaborates with artists and multiple installations and contemporary art exhibitions 
have been hosted in this historic space.

Tripotamos

It takes its name from its position since it is built among three rivers. It is one of the 
oldest villages of the island. Within walking distance of the village are the ruins of 
the medieval town but there are also findings dating back to the Prehistoric and Ge-
ometric period. On the slope of Exombourgo above the village there was a temple of 
Demeter. Archaeological remains found in the area are hosted in the Archaeological 
Museum of Tinos. The village is of great architectural interest. It looks like a castle 
consisting of houses built very close to each other fully preserving the traditional 
character. Get lost in the “maze”, the picturesque cobbled streets are forming.

Duo Xoria

Dyo Choria are built on the slope of Kechrovouni at an altitude of 380m. Initially, 
there were two separate villages, each with its own parish, which over the years 
were combined. They still retain the distinction between “up” and “down” village, as 
descriptive of the location of the two settlements. Written reports of the existence 
of the village date back to 1630 AD. The valley in the village is green with abundant 
water. The position offers a unique view of Tinos and the surrounding islands. The 
village square, in the shadow of the plane, is particularly picturesque with cobble-
stone and traditional fountains.

Sto Kapaki
best for breakfast and meze

Situated in one of the most picturesque squares of the island the traditional cafe 
has a rich breakfast based on Tinian products. From noon until late in the evening 
local raki, wine or beer while appetizers are passed by in front of you. The tray 
lands on your table and the difficult part is to choose the plates you will not keep. 
The Tinian menu varies depending on the fresh ingredients and the inspiration of the 
day. The talented chef lets his creative imagination free adding his own touch to the 
traditional way of cooking!

tel 0030 22830 51490
Open: 

14/7-30/8, Mon-Sat, 
10:00-14:00

call to ask about 
organised tour guides

12.1 km from Kardiani
(16 min drive)
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Triadaros

One of the villages of Tinos with over 300 residents. The unique view of Tinos to 
the surrounding islands, and respect for the traditional architectural features are 
the two main characteristics of the village. The parish church of Triantaros, the 
Church of Apostles, built in 1861, is one of the greatest on the island and boasts 
for its marble and carved interior decoration. 

Triadaraki
All day hidden gem, best for brunch, coffee and nibbles

Triantaraki is a traditional cafe housed in a building that formerly housed a barber 
shop with stunning views. A warm and relaxing space of a retro-traditional aes-
thetic. Start the day with a gorgeous local breakfast (e.g. “Kayana”eggs, french 
toast with “tsoureki”- Greek brioche). Continue with wine or raki, combining local 
appetizers (the variety even contains 12 different ones), pizza (highlight the tinian 
ham-eruca-gruyere cheese), peinirli and salad. Finish with a sweet of your choice, 
either traditional (must-galaktoboureko) or modern (eg cheese cake, pavlova, or-
ange-pie). Great variety on the wine and ouzo list and special love in the Greek 
microbrewery with a list that is continuously enriched with new labels.

Arnados

Arnados is built on the slope of Kechrovouni offering a spectacular view of the 
southern Cyclades. It is a very picturesque village, characterized by its medieval 
arches and cobblestone streets. Stop at the big square, with the church of the 
Ascension of Christ, built in 1908. Worth seeing also are the two old wells and the 
fountain, in the upper square. In Arnados there was a school in 1829 engaging in 
the peer tutoring method (older students helped the teacher in guiding the small-
er) and was maintained until the mid 40’s.

Ballis Boutique winery & Traditional Bakery

A traditional winery that reveals itself gradually and literally expands year after 
year as the old debris that the basements of the houses were filled with during the 
centuries are being removed and revealed. Part of the cellar is also an atrium with 
a unique view to Tinos Chora, as well as islands such as Syros, Delos and Paros. 
Visitors to the area have the opportunity to tour the cellar, learn about its history, 
wine making as well as taste our labels from Tinos varieties.

On the other side of the village, the flavours continue to be born through the 
restored wood oven of Arnados, where fine rusks and bread sticks are produced 
with the traditional recipes of Tinos and are available in selected stores on the 
island and beyond. There is a special place suitable for exclusive gatherings where 
you will be able to experience and participate in the Tinian cuisine through expe-
rienced cooks.

Bee
For meat lovers

Here you will eat fine grilled meat! In a nice setting full of old objects for decora-
tions, two fireplaces and a veranda that looks straight at the sea, there is no room 
for gourmet dishes; sheep and lamb ribs, lamb heads, pork on the spit, kokoretsi 
and generally, anything that can be prepared on the spit or grill.

tel 0030 2283 041371

19.7 km from Kardiani
(29 min drive)

18.2 km from Kardiani
(25 min drive)

For more information and to 
book a tour or a wine & tasting 
experience:
www.ballistinos.com

info@ballistinos.com

mob 0030 697 377 8018

tel 0030 2283 041890
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Steni

Steni is the biggest village in population. The Orthodox and the Catholic ele-
ment coexist and live in harmony. In the village you can scroll around narrow 
streets and visit the folklore museum with old household items.

Douar, Platanos at Steni

At the end of a long narrow pedestria street running through the village there 
is an enormous plane tree (platanos). There sits a taverna owned by Edouardo 
Delatolas, also known as Douar. It is a classic family run taverna that specialises 
in meat, cheese and charcuterie. It is famous for the veal liver, the lamp chops, 
the beef fillet and steaks, the pork chops and pork fillet, his own sausages, 
kokoretsi and kodosouvli. A pure and authentic gastronomic experience that 
has been worshipped all around the world for its originality. A must go that 
definitely needs reservation

Myrsini

Myrsini is the picturesque village you’ll meet after Steni while heading to 
Livada. The village seems to have been founded during the Byzantine era. A 
place of unique architectural interest is the three-aisled church of the Annun-
ciation and the pigeon houses at the village entrance.

Tereza

We go to Tereza because it is what you call an amazing experience. It has been 
running for 30 years by Tereza who started cooking at the age of 14. The 
shop inside is a feast of colour and different products, while in the courtyard, 
which is at the end of a small alley, there are 8 tables under an acacia tree. 
The menu is is a school notebook with the day’s dishes and the recipes are 
everything you could wish for. There you will enjoy the genuine treats of Tinos 
made even tastier by Tereza’s hospitality and smile. A must go!

Falatados

Falatados is the second largest (after Pyrgos) village of Tinos. Its name coming 
from a proper name (family Valata) or from the word falaka (= fort, watch-
tower).
Basic occupations of the residents in Falatados were tanning as well as the 
production and processing of silk. Falatados is renowned for its raki. In the 
village, there are many presses and distilleries, while in September, the Rakizio 
is a great local festival. Known for their good quality are its wines.

Lefkes

A traditional tavern since 1964 that is popular for its courtyard with a unique 
view. Under the natural shade of the trees you can enjoy Greek traditional 
cuisine with local products. Dishes based on meat or fresh vegetables either 
cooked or grilled are perfect and of course, the typical appetizers of Tinosi 
(louza, sausage and cheese) are always the best! Specialties include goat meat 
on lemon, chicken cooked in wine and tinian omelets (froutalia). You accom-
pany them with homemade organic wine produced by the shop keeper or with 
the famous Falatados raki.

18.2 km from Kardiani
(27 min drive)

17.2 km from Kardiani
(25 min drive)

19.4 km from Kardiani
(29 min drive)

tel 0030 2283 041231
!! Reservation required !!

tel 0030 2283041320
!! Reservation required !!

tel 0030 2283 041335
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Kinono Art Residency

Kinono Gathering is a multidimensional cultural organization located in Tinos since 
2016, organizing site-specific art exhibitions, open workshops, music and theatre 
performances, research projects, interactive tours in the natural environment of 
the island as well as in specific buildings of historical or architectural significance. 
Every year they organise new events and shows that are set up in Tinos’ ex-
traordinary canvas and give the chance to contemporary artists to exhibit their 
ideas. Check out their website to see what is on!

Hiking Trails Network

Tinos is the third largest island of the Cyclades, in the Aegean Sea, in Greece. For many 
years it was hiding its secrets, those that make it unique… till the development of 
Tinos Trails! Tinos Trails has revealed the old footpaths, giving access through hiking to 
all the unexplored sides of the island: the impressive geological formations, the unique 
traditional villages, the famous marble quarries, the award winning cuisine and of course 
the old footpaths themselves, which, along with the infinite kilometres of dry stone walls 
justify the belief that Tinos is the hand-made island!

Tinos Festival
Cultural events during summer

The Municipality of Tinos organise Tinos Festival through the triad “Contrast - Creation - 
Freedom” where the whole island participates as one body. Actions are shared in towns 
and villages, in theatres and in the squares, eve in other special areas with natural beau-
ty. Concerts, theatre, dance, cinema, photography, art events, experimental workshops, 
music and philosophy are all involved with important creators from Greece and abroad.

Tinos Food Paths
A gastronomic destination

Tinos Food Paths is an organized movement of entrepreneurs who belong to the Tinos 
Association of Restaurants and Tavernas whose aim is to develop and promote local 
food resources. The young people in the restaurant business on the island have bond-
ed with others in the wider gastronomic sector - producers, wine makers, pastry shop 
owners and brewers - to highlight Tinos as a gastronomic destination. The evens are 
organised around the island in the second week of May.

www.greekgastronomy-
guide.gr/en

www.kinono.gr

www.tinostrails.gr

Fairs, festivals and more
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Panugiria, the famous village Fairs
A true Greek traditional feast

The traditional fairs in Tinos…The religious feeling of the inhabitants, the great 
number of churches and traditions justify the high frequency of fairs in Tinos. In 
practice, whenever you visit the island it is most likely that such a celebration 
is taking place somewhere. Historically, apart from its religious role, the fair was 
a major means of socialization and expression of community spirit of residents. 
Today, the traditional elements are retained and the festival continues to play 
a dominant role in social life. Some feasts even have a special culinary identity, 
eg chickpeas for Santa Barbara, smoked sardines in Ktikados, dolmades for the 
Presentation in Tripotamos. All products of Tinos participate in the festival field, 
this day. The feast that follows is accompanied with folk instruments (violins, 
Laouti) and dances (ballo, syrto), being organized by the local village. A lot of 
food, dance, raki and a great authentic mood of traditional Greek fun! 

Ask locals to get informa-
tion about upcoming fairs as 

they spread with the word 
of mouth
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Tinos Town

Kardiani Village

Tinos Town (Chora)

It has two ports: the outside (new), which is the port where you disembark when 
coming by ferryboats and the (old) one when coming by a speedboat. At first 
glance, Chora is not the most picturesque part of Tinos, since the lawless and 
often inconsistent with the traditional structure elements, being intensified during 
the late ’60s, altered the traditional Cycladic colour. However, you will find spots 
and areas reminiscent of the picturesque and attractive Chora of the past. The 
coastal road, which starts from the new port, is the focus of tourist traffic, which 
though is open only for pedestrians, in the evenings of summer.
The main street, Avenue Megaloharis, starts from the marble platform on the 
beach and leads to the Church of Annunciation. Going up the street on the left 
side of the road, you will find shops, the Archaeological Museum, the Cultural 
Center.
The carpeted runway on the right of the road, is used by pilgrims going up the 
road to Panagia on their knees. After reaching the roundabout and the small park, 
you find the impressive Polymereio that houses the Cultural Foundation of Tinos 
(I.TI.P.). The coastal road ends at the port with the old shipyard. If you continue 
the road that passes over the coastal road (at the chapel of St. John) you are 
directed to Agali and to the coastal road of Agios Fokas.

The Church of Annunciation 
(Panagia Evaggelistiria or Megalohari)

The Church of Annunciation is one of the most important religious centres of 
Orthodoxy worldwide and the most frequent pilgrimage destination within Greece. 
The island of Tinos is inextricably linked to the Church of Virgin Mary. In place 
of the Church of Evangelistrias, there existed a Byzantine church of St. John the 
Baptist, which, as it was said, was burned in the Saracen pirate raids, while, in 
antiquity, the ancient temple was dedicated to Dionysus.
Built in its original form within three years (1823-1826), thanks to the volun-
tary work of Tinians and financial contributions by believers from every corner of 
Greece, it is the first remarkable architectural monument of the liberated Greek 
nation.
The marbles used (from Panormos and Delos) were carved by artists of Exo Meria, 
having given their best. The mosaic outside the church was made of white and 
black sea pebbles.

In the courtyard of the church the following museums – collections can be found:
Museum of Icons and Religious Relics, Mausoleum of Elli, Tinian Artists Museum, 
Gallery, Sacrist

15.6 km from Kardiani
(22 min drive)

t

tel 0030 22830 22256
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Food

Tarsanas
Fish and seafood restaurant

At the shipyard, on the edge of Tinos Chora, a famous Greek chef, has created 
its own Tarsana (=shipyard). A place for those who love fresh fish, seafood, but 
also inspired regional cuisine. Set in a stylish wood interior with artwork exhibited 
in the walls, furniture with vintage elements and the open kitchen. Outside, tables 
on the seafront between fishing boats create a unique romantic atmosphere. An-
tonis bases the menu on fresh products with respect to Tinian traditional kitchen, 
always searching for the freshest fish and seafood that he creatively combines 
in his culinary proposals. Depending on the time and day you choose your sea-
food dishes: crab pasta in the oven, herring salad, scampi, fried shrimp, sun dried 
octopus, lobster pasta and of course fresh fish. The gastronomic experience is 
complemented by selected Greek high quality wines.

Agkyra
Fish traditional taverna

Those who love fresh fish Agkyra (anchor) in the square of Pallada is an authentic 
traditional fish tavern. Panagiota, the owner, believes in the value of the tradition-
al cuisine and local products and proves it by using only Tinian products. Fishes 
are supplied by local fishermen. Vegetables and sweets are also Tinian. What does 
the menu include? It depends on the current catch and on what the earth produc-
es in the specific season of the year. Local fish, fresh salads, beans, chickpeas, 
and what is fresh and fine will surely be included in the menu.

To koutouki tis Elenis
Traditional Tinos’ kichen

A tavern (=koutouki) full of memories, dating back to 1812 and also filled with 
scents and taste, it became an inspiration station for travellers and authors, wait-
ing for the boat to the next island. Its walls still reflect figures of the past of 
the old people wearing their traditional hats and holding their baskets with their 
supplies. Since 1995 and up today, Helen has been standing at the door, among 
peppers and spices, ladles and pans hanging from the ceiling. Traditional dishes, 
rabbit stew, lamb with thyme, fried, sun-dried tomatoes, louza, sausage, stuffed 
eggplant, gorgeous pies. This taverna is as authentic and as traditional as it gets

Mikro Karavi
Restaurant and wine tasting

In a lush garden, near the old port of Chora, you will find the restaurant Mikro 
Karavi (=Little Ship). Its Greek – Cycladic cuisine, creatively combines ingredients, 
adapting seasonality to raw materials, the menu changes two to three times per 
year. The rich wine list focuses on the vineyards of the Aegean islands and the 
Greek microbrewery. Right after your meal or dinner enjoy coffee, homemade 
sweets and liqueurs in the yard outside. In a very special place (a 200 year Turk-
ish bath), culinary classes and tastings of local cheeses, wines and local products 
are conducted. 

Edesma
Best Souvlaki

Words cannot describe souvlaki especially when it is made with Tinos’ local prod-
ucts. My favourite farewell when taking an evening or afternoon ferry.

tel 0030  2283 024667

tel 0030 2283 023016

tel 0030  2283 024857

tel 0030  2283 022818

tel 0030  2283 025338
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San To Alati
Local kitchen with great fish and local meat

Situated in Agios Fokas, the bay next to Chora it gives a 180 degrees view of 7 
islands (Syros, Sifnos, Paros, Antiparos, Delos, Rhenia, Mykonos). Best for lunch  in 
the nearby beach or dinner. Vasili’s cuisine respects traditional culinary roots and 
transforms them creatively! Sardines grilled in caper oil, sea-scorpions, all fished in 
the sea in front of the shop. Ask for the day fish and add fresh seafood, clams, 
mussels, shrimps. As far as meat is concerned, Vasilis is one of the proponents of 
the recent campaign to certify the origin of the Tinian calf. The wine cellar includes 
Cycladic wines with emphasis on those produced in Tinos and more than 20 ouzo 
labels.

Marathia
Fish restaurant

Just 3 min drive from Chore, at Agios Fokas Bay, Marathia Restaurant shows the 
passion of Marinos for cooking. After giving up on construction work he opened this 
restaurant to pursue his love. He is a professional who cares about keeping up to 
date, challenging himself and trying out new things. The restaurant specializes  in 
fresh fishes  but great attention is given to creative ways of using local products. 
A true gastronomic experience that will satisfy all tastes. A comprehensive wine list 
with carefully selected labels from Greek vineyards, emphasizing on Cycladic and Ti-
nian varieties harmoniously accompany our dishes. With gastronomic routes guiding 
you through the flavours of Tinos, the creative cuisine of Marathia offers its own 
authentic dimension to fish dishes. It is a genuine sort of “comfort sea food”, and 
one of the tastiest types of Tinian cuisine.

Nightlife and more

Either you are looking for a chill drink or a night to remember, here are the best 
places to go at night in Chora.

Koursaros
Bar

One of the oldest bars in Tinos. A bar devoted to pirates that keeps this wild vibe 
by playing mostly rock music but other popular genres as well. Great for drinks on 
the outside and for dancing inside as well.

Argonaftis
Bar - Club

Easy to miss as there’s only a small sign and you need to go up the stairs to enter 
the bar. Playful decoration with projectors of surf waves, great uplifting music and 
good vibes. There’s a small patio with a couple of tables outside. Friendly staff and 
very busy over high season. Hidden gem, definitely worth a visit for a great night 
out!

tel 0030  2283 029266

tel 0030 2283 023249
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Antilalos
All day - bookstore

On the shelves and near its tables which are laid outdoor, in one of the most pop-
ular alleys of Chora in Tinos, Antilalos is an all day cafe-bar-bookstore with an alter-
native, rustic and eco friendly aesthetic. Inside the shop, you will discover selected 
book releases dating from 1890 up now. In the morning you can read with coffee 
and breakfast and in the evening you can enjoy signature cocktails, local raki and 
rakomelo as the alley is getting busy with people.

Cardoon
All Day Bar - Club

Placed in the neoclassical house of the Foundation of Tinian Culture, in a spot with 
a view of the old harbor, Cardoon is a new all day promising space. Great for brunch 
and breakfast with kayana, poached salmon eggs or healthy acai bowls. Cardoon is 
the flower of the wild artichoke and, at the same time, the cuisine philosophy. A 
fresh, modern look at the local taste and tradition. Enjoy the impressive sunset with 
Syros on the background, in one of the most privileged locations. Try the local wines 
and other Greek labels that you can accompany with bruschets, variety of cheeses 
or fish/seafood as well as the smoked (shrimp ceviche, tuna) or the famous pizza 
with yoghurt and artichoke of Tinos. When the sun has set, move in. In the stylish, 
minimal interior space, volume and beats go up. House music, everyday parties and 
guest DJs every Friday.

Kaktos
Bar - Club

Kaktos is an old windmill that is full of cactus plant creating an idyllic scenery for a 
drink. It has a panoramic view to the sea and Chora. Cocktails are great and music 
depends on the day but there is always a chilled out atmosphere in early evening 
that usually gets more lively after 11-12. It is a famous venue for themed parties 
and dj events. Great for a sunset or a sunrise drink if you like staying up till late!

Shopping

Karibou

Texnotropes

Eirini Sioti
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Beaches, East

Agios Fokas
sand, shallow water, pebbles in some places, natural shade from trees

It is one of the longest beaches of Tinos, organised in some places. On the moun-
tain on the right of the street there is the archaeological site of Vryokastro where 
one can find ruins of prehistoric acropolis of the island. It has numerous beach 
houses with sunbeds, drinks and snacks. We recommend sitting at Marthia’s beach 
house as it is one of the best restaurants in the island and the quality of the 
ambiance and the food is great.

Agios Sostis 
Sand and pebbles, shallow, natural shade from trees.

Agios Sostis is located in the southeastern part of the island, it is about 5.5 km 
from Chora.Fun for the kids diving off the pier. Kapari is a great beach bar and 
restaurat on the beach.

Agios Ioannis
Sand, shallow, natural shade from trees

Agios Ioannis (Porto) is located in the south-eastern part of the island and ap-
proximately 6.5km from Chora. Like Agios Sostis and Agios Fokas, it is long and 
some parts are organised. 

Pachia Ammos
Sandy, shallow waters, no natural shade

Pahia Ammos is located in the southeastern part of the island, it is about 8.5km 
from Chora. Getting to Ag. Ioannis (Porto) follow the uphill road to the left and 
at the end of the road, turn right at the point where a stone entrance is formed. 
Take the path downhill leading (after about 1200m) where you will park your car. 
You have to walk 5 minutes or so to get to the beach. On the left side of the 
beach a dune is formed. It has a large flat expanse of sand and is ideal for playing 
games in the sand.

Santa Margarita
sandy, rocky, normal depth, natural shade from trees

Pass Steni and at the next junction follow the sign to Santa Margarita which is 
4.5km off. This beach offers an amazing natural scenery but it is hard to access 
and it is exposed to N winds. It is not organised so we advise that you bring 
water/snacks.

Livada
Sandy, normal depth, natural shade from trees

Characteristic of the beach are the big waves formed by blowing winds that 
make it ideal for surfing. It is one of the most impressive beaches of Tinos, of 
wild beauty. Discover the painted and, faded from saltiness, figures on the rocks.
The area between Myrsini village and Livada beach has joined the program of 
Natura 2000. The wetland  is a home for goats, ducks, turtles, fish and a pas-
sage for migratory birds. There is a traditional restaurant close to the beach.

Agios Fokas

Agios Sostis

Kardiani Village

Tinos Town

17.9 km from Kardiani
(26 min drive)

Ideal for walking or jogging.
Good for kids

20.7 km from Kardiani
(29 min drive)

Good for kids

22 km from Kardiani
(30 min drive)

Food nearby:
Isternia village
Thalassaki

24.2 km from Kardiani
(37 min drive)
Bring an umbrella & water 
at midday.
There is a bar and restau-
rant with a pool close to 
the beach

25.7 km from Kardiani
(43 min drive)

Food nearby:
Steni village, Myrsini Vil-
lage  (see p. 36)

24.4 km from Kardiani
(40 min drive)

Food nearby:
Steni village, Myrsini Vil-
lage  (see p. 36)

Agios Ioannis

Pahia Ammos

Livada

Santa Margarita
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    Tinos hearts favorites around south side beaches

Marathias
Ideal for all inclusive beach day, chilling, lunch, breakfast and dinner

A rustic all day beach house that offers umbrellas and puffs in one of Tinos’ longest 
and sandiest beaches. Ideal for kids. Plus is houses one the best restaurants i the is-
land that is worth trying. Influenced by traditional cuisine, Marathia experiments using 
local, family recipes, keeping the very nature and flavors of the Cyclades in general, 
and especially the Tinian cuisine unaltered. Elaborate dishes and unexpected flavors 
stimulate the taste memory. With gastronomic routes guiding you through the fla-
vors of Tinos, the creative cuisine of Marathia offers its own authentic dimension to 
fish dishes. It is a genuine sort of “comfort sea food”, and one of the tastiest types 
of Tinian cuisine. Fresh fish, such as scorpion fish with mint, lobster-pasta, and white 
grouper with rosemary cooked with white wine prepared in clay pot, creamy fish, and 
baked grouper-fish with okra, are some of the dishes that make up the local culinary 
idiom of Marathia, at Agios Fokas in Tinos.

Kapari
Ideal for inclusive beach day, chilling, lunch, breakfast

A family business that owns the Beach Suites Byzantio in Agios Sostis and runs this 
beach house and restaurant. It offers unique views to Mykonos and one of sandi-
est Tinos’s beaches. A fresh, young and enthusiastic vibe that focuses on Tinos’ 
products, gastronomic experimentations and a rustic beach vibe for relaxation. Great 
cocktails, breakfast ideas and wholesome lunch proposals.

17.9 km from Kardiani
(26 min drive)

Marathia Beach House and 
Restaurant

tel 0030 2283 023249

www.marathiatinos.gr

20.7 km from Kardiani
(29 min drive)

tel 0030 2283 022405

Tinos Town

Marathia

Kardiani Village

Kapari
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xx

The Tinos Hearts Team

written by Marilena Petalidou

Usefull websites

www.tinossecret.gr
www.tinos-about.gr
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Never underestimate the Goats

they are intelligent
they are persistent

they climb and jump incredibly well
and they are overall real gourmet eaters

and the real Tinian explorer is.... the goat


